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(With Plates liii-lv.)

I.—THE THECOSOMATOUS PTEROPODS.

In the "course of the steamer Albatross, south from Norfolk, represent-

atives of this group of the Mollusca were dredged at a series of seven

stations, oft* the West Indies Islands and along the eastern coast of

South America, as follows

:

2750
2751
2754
2756
2760
2761
2763

18 30 N.
16 54 N.
11 40 N.
3 22 S.

12 7S.
15 39 S.

24 17 S.

Long.

63 31 00 W.
63 12 00 W.
58 33 00 W.
37 49 00 W.
37 17 00 W.
38 32 54 W.
42 48 30 W.

Depth.
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reached in her course the Galapagos [slands. Hence it is that a com-

parison of the foregoing tables of stations will show that the empty

shells, taken with the dredge, do not conform in locality to the exist-

enceof live animals at the surface taken by the two nets. This is partly

due to the tact that surface collecting was not always done at the same

time and place as the bottom collecting, and even when that was the

case the result was the same. In the deep-sea dredgings of the open

waters where the pteropods are found, the surface and bottom collec-

tions for one station may not agree closely, whereas the averages of the

surface and bottom from a number of stations of the same region may

agree quite closely. Corresponding to dredging station L'7o(i, only 117

fathoms, the surface net took hcteropods but no pteropods; while cor

responding to a surface station 7, at which also hcteropods only were

taken, was a dredging station 2755 in which shells of neither were taken

at 720 fathoms. So that from the individual position of the stations no

inferences canbedrawn as to correlativeexistencebetween livepteropoda

at the surface and the presence of their dead shells at the bottom, over

the same area. Surface collections of pteropods may be present with

out the occurrence of like shells in collections of deposit at that point,

as shown at surface station 26, as also deposit shells may be taken with

out the corresponding presence of live shells at surface, as at station

2756. lbit these dredgings would of themselves undoubtedly show that

at some seasons of the year and at some zonary depths, if not at the

surface, these mollusks exist in greater or less abundance throughout

the regions traversed in the course of the Mlxi/ross

Oi the three families of Thecosomatons I'teropoda, Limacinida*, Cav-

oliuiidse, and Oymbuliidae, the fust is represented in these collections

only by two live specimens of Limacina inflata, which were taken at

station 2754, by the dredge, at a depth of 880 fathoms associated with

six different species of CaVOliniidaB, all of which latter, however, were

represented only by empty shells. This would agree with llaeckel's

statement* that this particular species is one of those belonging to

zonary and bat hybic fauna'. The temperature at the bottom at this

point was 38° P., Hi degrees colder than that recorded for the surface

water, amounting almost to arctic temperature.

The Oymbuliidae are not represented in the collections in any way.

The Cavoliniidae, on the other hand, considering the fact that the col-

lecting points at which they occur are so few, are quite completely

represented both at surface and bottom At the dredging stations all

the eight species of CdVolinia, except one (globul08a) the one species

of Cuvierina (columella) and six of the fourteen species of Clio, nearly

one-half are represented. CavoliniidaB, in fact, were taken at every-

one of the dredging stations as well as at each of the surface stations

where any pteropods were taken. Under this family of the eight spe-

Jenaische Zeitschrifl fdr Naturwisseuschaft, Fiiuf und zwanzigste Bauds, p. 1'77

( l'lrlii|Pi.ilfli 1111(1 llcti T(i[mx1i n i.
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cies of the genus Cavolinia, uncinata occurred at two <>(' the dredging
stations 2750, 2700, and atone of* the surface stations, surface 16. The
species longirostris was found at two dredging stations 2754, 2700, and
two surface stations 26, .'>1

; tridentata was taken at four of the dredg-

ing stations 2750, 2750, 2700, 270.°,, but at none of the surface collec-

tions; gibbosa occurred at two of the dredging stations 2750, 2760, and
at one surface station, 19; trispinosa was found at four of the dredging
stations, 2750, 2751, 2754, 2700, and at one surface station, 2; inflexa

wastaken at two dredging stations 2754, 2760; quadridentata occurred

once only, as a deposit shell at 2700.

Of the species of Clio represented in the collectionsfrom these points,

Clio (Creseis) virgula has been included in the study, although it was
taken at a point farther north in the Gulf Stream (hereafter described).

Clio (Cresei.s) conica was taken at surface station 1 ; Clio (Hyalocylix)

striata was taken at surface station It!; Clio (Styliola) subulata was
taken at surface station 1, also at dredging- station 2754; Clio («. sir.)

balantium was taken at dredging station 2754; Clio (s. str.) pyramid-
ata was taken at dredging stations 2750, 2751, 2760.

Lastly, of the genus Cuvierina, the species columella was taken at

two dredging stations 2754, 27G0, and at surface station 2.

Of the data of the distribution of these families here given, results

indicate that areas of deposit and the surface habitat of these mollusks

in these particular temperate and tropical regions, are rich in Cavolin-

iidsB, especially so in CavoUnia, while Clio and Cuvierina are very well

represented; Clio occupyi ng the more northern latitudes in so far as

these collections give evidence. Results also show that there are no
marked distinctions between the kinds and distribution in the Atlan-

tic and the Pacific waters upon either side of northern South Ameri-

ica. The shells in deposit confirm the evidence of the surface collec-

tions, so far as there is any evidence from deposits npon the floor ofthe

ocean. As has been said, there is no material dredged from the Pacific

side, where surface collections were present, but these latter, from the

Pacific, were entirely similar to the relative kind and abundance of

the pteropods, both surface material and deposit shells, of the Atlantic

side. The few Limacinidse taken, either as dead shells or in the low
temperatures of bathybic collections, were obtained from the deep-water

dredgings in the Atlantic.

I have given in Plate I an outline map of the region to which this

account applies, reference to which will show the line of transit along

which the stations are laid.

Some of the dredging stations are apparently near in-shore for the

occurrence of pteropod deposits, but all are drawn in at least 500

fathoms.

After leaving station 2703, the course of the steamer lay south for

20 degrees of latitude in the shallow waters along the eastern coast of
*

South America, the depth ranging only from 10 to about 80 fathoms.
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NO shells of pteropods are recorded from the dredgings in these

waters. Twelve deep-water stations arc also recorded along the

western coast of South America in the course <>f the vessel northward

through 1"» degrees of latitude, the depth ranging from 100 to 1,200

fathoms, but no pteropods are reported.

No dredging stations were made between 38 08' south and the

equator. In fact, all the other forty-seven dredging stations in the

Pacific waters, except nine, were made in shallow waters ranging from

(J to about 7o fathoms : in none of these are pteropods recorded.'

Bui the surface collections secured them, as is shown in the outline

map. bet ween the mainland and the Galapagos Islands, as described

heretofore in this article for the various genera and species of CQ-volinia

and Clio. No dredging stations are recorded at exactly these bearings

except one at surface 26 in 1,379 fathoms.

I have given thus a sketch of the course of the Albatross and thedepths

and, in some cases, the temperature of the waters traversed, in the hope

of arriving at some reasons for the meeting with pteropods in the dredg-

ing points in the south temperate zone, upon both eastern and west-

ern coasts of the southern part of South America, in the same measure

as they are found in the northern parts in the torrid zone. Not

belonging to litoral fauna 1

, we should not expect them in the shallow

dredgings along the coast. But some other causes must operate to

prevent their occurring in the deeper waters of the more open sea

along those coasts; and w by, t herefore, should they not appear from the

deeper dredging stations on the western coast of southern South

America? The dredging stations made below latitude 38° were, as

has been stated, taken upon the eastern side in shallow waters, but

upon the western side in much deeper waters, so that bathybic or

ZOUary fauna' would be very different from that of the shallower seas;

the surface temperatures, however, agree very closely. A series of

thirteen consecutive stations of the east side below latitude 38° aver-

aged, at surface. 54.3° F. in the latter half of the month of January;

a similar consecutive series of thirteen stations in about the same Lati-

tude along the west side averaged 55° in the first half of the month

of February. Bui no pteropods are recorded at any surface stations

in the Pacific except those indicated upon the outline map in Plate I.

while deposit shells were not taken in the Pacific by this expedition.

Thus it falls out that pteropod collections of this voyage are, in

origin, for the most part from the Caribean and Panamaic provinces,

—

that the two regions furnish material entirely similar in makeup

—

which material belongs almost exclusively to the family Cavoliniidae,

representing all the species except one of the genus Cavolinia, thespe-

*See "table of trawling and dredging stations" made by Albatross during the

year and a half ending June 30, 1888, in the Report of the Work of the U. S. Fish

Commission Steamer Albatross from Januarj l. Inst, to June 30, 1888, by Lieut. Com
mander Z, I. Tanner, I'. S. Navy, commanding, Fish Commission Report of 1887.

"
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cies of Cuvierina, as also six of t lie fourteen species of Clio, counting,

however, virgula from farther north; and lastly that from none of the

deeper water dredgings in the Paeitic are reported deposit shells,

although at times dredgings were there taken in the same region with

the surface collections which secured them; also that Limadna occur-

red only at considerable depths both alive and as deposit shells.

From the work of the steamer Blake Alexander Agassiz concludes

that bottom distribution is largely determined by the course of the

ocean currents, so that by means of pelagic fauna' and their bottom

distribution, light may be thrown upon the course of the currents.*

To this cause lie ascribes the presence of Arctic pteropods along the

New England coast, from the course of the Labrador currents. In this

way also an explanation is found why surface collections of pteropods

may be abundant over deep waters while the bottom distribution must

be looked for elsewhere along the ocean current which sweeps the re-

gion ; such doubtless is the case with regard to the surface collections

of the Albatross on this voyage in the Gulf of Panama and at the Gala-

pagos Islands. As has also been stated from the evidence of these

collections, forms of < 'lio are more abundant in the more northern sta-

tions than representatives of Cavolinia. If therefore we regard the

equatorial seas of the West Indian and Caribbean regions as offering

the most favorable conditions for the growth of these pelagic molluscs,

it may be readily seen that they would be largely distributed from

these areas to the northward upon the surface of the Gulf Stream;

while in the new conditions thus encountered the abundance of the

Cavolinia forms might succumb first, and that the species of Clio might

be enabled to hold their own longer in the struggle and so be carried

farther into the temperate waters of the Northern Atlantic.

So also in the distribution of these molluscs south from these equa-

torial areas named, the Brazil current and the other currents running

southward along the coast of South America doubtless carry quantities

of pteropod shells far from the habitat of the animals when living be-

fore their final deposition upon the bottom; but the bottom accumula-

tions may at the same time be augmented by the shells of the same

species borne alive fipon the surface of the current until such conditions

were entered as to cause their wholesale destruction, producing a com-

paratively sudden precipitation, as it were, of some of the classes oi

living organisms as soon as they are swept into the regions in question.

At any rate from these or other causes large deposits of pteropod

ooze were encountered by the Albatross in her course along the South

American waters. Such an ooze was discovered at station 2760^ the

study of which has some evidence for a distribution of the family

Caroliniidw as heretofore outlined; that is to say, the accumulation of

mollusc shells upon the floor of the ocean is some evidence of the

relative kind and abundance of the molluscan life inhabiting the

Three cruises of the Blake, by Alexander Agassiz. Vol. \, \>\k 120-121.
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waters above, and, if the greater part of the ooze is made up of Oavo
liniidse deposited through constant and successive seasons in the same

region, its composition must bear some relation not only to the pelagic

but also to the zonary and bathybic faunae by which it is laid down in

this region.

This "pteropod ooze" in question was dredged in 1 ,01 fathoms depth,

and when dried it proved to lie a mass made up almost entirely of

pteropod shells in various states of entirety, in which condition it was
submitted for study. In order to compare the genera and species, as

shown by deposit, with those of the same genera and species taken

alive at the Surface, the specimen of ooze reported was separated into

its component parts and weighed. A comparison by weight, of course,

expresses only the amount of material contributed to the general mass
of the deposit by each group, and bears no exad relation to the num-
ber of individuals in each of the various groups, because of the great

difference in individual size; one of the largest, C. tridentata for in-

stance, will outweigh many of the small Clio subnUtta; one large Clio

balantiwm will contain more material than several of the much smaller

Clio pyramidatdj and yet a table of comparative weights shows very

clearly, 1 think, the relative activity of the sources from which these

great deposits are laid down, both as regards individual numbers as

well as the mass of material contributed by each kind. Such a table

of relative weight of the principal constituents in their order runs

thus

:

i
; rams.

('iiriilhiin longirostris, tridentata, uncinata, quadridentata ti. 177

( 'avolinia inflexa OS I

< 'avolinia trispinosa 500

Cuvierina columella 808

Clio (s. -sir.) pyramidata 861

Clio (Styliola) aululata i>7»>

Total Cavoliniidse 9.006

Limacinidie < fragments) 151

Limacina inflata 006

Total Limaciuidte ir>7

Atlanta yeronii • 1 III

Total Seteropoda 1 lii

Cyelammina 17(»

Triloculina (?) 282

Globigerina (etc.) 082

Total Rlrizopoda 534

Debris 7. mis

Total ooze 17. 651

The species under the genus Cavoliuia were weighed together, be

cause the specific place of so many of the fragments of shells could noi

be distinguished owing to their fragmentary stab', although their place
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in this genus was perfectly evident. But l>y far the greatest number
of individuals, and the Largest relative weight, belonged to the species

Umgirostris; of the total 9. (KM! grams of Cavolinia, 5.513 grams, nearly

two-thirds, were from this species. Then come in the order named,

uticinata, tridentata^ and quadridentata. The material afforded by the

Limacinidse is relatively light, and it is probable that even this esti-

mate of these coiled pteropods was somewhat exaggerated by sonic

fragments of spiral shells (of which only the central spire remained),

which belonged to other spiral gastropods than Limacinidae; although

weighed in this connection because they had possibly belonged to char-

acteristic species of this group, Limaciua was not even numerically

'abundant.

The Heteropoda are represented in the ooze only by medium sized

Atlanta peronii, which were quite common. The three principal genera

of Rhizopoda which characterized this deposit were TriUx-uUna (?),

Cyclammina, and Globigerina^ with a few Orbitulina and Orbitoides (f).

These forms could easily be separated from the general mass on ac-

count of their large size; but there are doubtless others that remain

mixed with the line debris of the sample, which, if they could be sepa-

rated out, would add somewhat, but not very materially, to the total

weight of the Rhizopoda of the ooze. It is worthy of remark that this

pteropod ooze was associated with a globigerina ooze, but so stratified

as to be quite distinct. This appears from the account of Capt. Tan
nciy* who describes the trawl as being buried in mud, so as to be
landed with difficulty, when the main mud bag of I lie net was tilled

with one deposit while the smaller ring nets were Idled with a very
different one—the deposits being a tine globigerina ooze, "with only

here and there a pteropod shell," and a coarse pteropod ooze, but

which was uppermost is not stated; the latter is the one here con-

sidered.

This debris, finally, is that which remained after all was separated

that could be readily identified; it therefore comprises a good deal of

very tinely ground shells as of some very tine dried silt. But there

were also weighed with if other forms of life, such as several kinds of

gastropods, two kinds of lamellibranchs, and also small sea-urchin

shells in considerable numbers—all the material, in fact, that was not

quite.plainly pteropod, heteropod, and rhizopod. It is largely made up
of triturated shells as the unaided eve may readily determine, which

triturated shells, however, represent t he scattered remains of Cavolinia,

dlio, Cuvierina, Limacina, etc., in about the same ratio, 1 am strongly

led to believe, as above given for the rest of the ooze.

Of course there are many sources of error in such a reduction of this

sample of ooze; J have no means of judging what of the smaller con-

stituents might not have been taken away in the preparation and

*Report on the work of the r. s. Fish Commission steamer .libations from Jan-
uary 1, 1887, to June 30, 1888, by Lieut. Commander Z. I. Tanner, U. S. Navy.
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drying of it, and it is by no means intended that these careful weights

imprj tlir mathematical accuracy of a chemical analysis, but 1 am very

certain that they do represenl very faithfully the relative proportions

of the kinds and abundance of the tonus actually living in the sur-

rounding waters, at least as far as the pteropods and heteropods ait'

concerned, because the evidence of the surface collections from regions

to the iK nth leads to t his same view . At thedepthof a thousand fathoms

not many, even of the more delieate shells, would be lost immediately

by solution; at least they vould all disappear at a uniform rate, since

the majority of the shells are so nearly alike in thickness and material.

This analysis of the work was entered into with the purpose of get-

ting some check upon the sum total of the work done both at the

surface and at other parts of this section of the equatorial Atlantic,

and with the result that from the ooze at this point also wo draw the

same conclusions as to the relative kind and abundance of ( 'a\ oliniid;eand

Liuiaciniidoe inhabiting these latitudes upon both sides of the northern

part ot the South American continent, as w ere drawn from the com-

parison of the other dredging and surface collecting stations. The
Cavoliniidae predominate largely, and ot' these the genus Gavolinia is

more abundant, although the various subgenera of Clio are well rep

resented.

In the sample of pteropod ooze, tin 1 species longirostris was the most

abundant of any individual form, which is also true of the surface

collecting, although the uncinata is very abundant. Such is accord-

ingly the systematic composition and distribution of the pteropods of

this expedition. The mere facl that they are pelagic forms prevents

their being divided off into distinct regions, except very broadly speak-

ing, but it is doubtless true that a corresponding number of consecu-

tive collecting points, taken in arctic or even in temperate climates,

would produce a series of pteropods agreeing among themselves as

these do, but of a differen 1 general type which should represent the

majority of individuals and species.

Some of the thecosomatous pteropods have been figured many times,

showing their anatomy as well as the form of tin 1 empty shell, and in

the figures upon Plates II and in it is not so much intended to bring-

out new points in the form of the individual genera or species as to

bring together in a series the representative species taken by the AH><(

tro88,m order that their relative size and homologies may be better

indicated, and thus their pelagic association with each other when
living the better appreciated. In order to do this, the shells of the

various groups are figured, drawn to the same scale—five times en

largcd—as showing properly enough many of the points in which the

genera of the family Cavoliniidae stand related to each other, and the

species to the genera. The outlines were drawn with an embryograph,
showing lateral, ventral, and, in some cases, front view sol' the shells,

in order to obtain the proportions of the organisms with their specific
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qualities. The classification was made in accordance wiih the radical

revision of the group as proposed in the ReportsofH. M.S. Challenger,*

and it was i lie, purpose of the figures to arrange the system graphically

as far as could be done, lor the pteropods of those regions covered by

the .1 lbatro88.

Plate ii is devoted to the genus c<tr<>li>tia
y
excepting Figure 8, which

outlines in different positions shells of the only coiled pteropods taken,

specimens of the family Limacinidse, Limacina infiata. It has already

been staled that two live specimens were taken at SSI) fathoms, and

when preserved (lie parts were withdrawn largely into the large open

ingof the shell. These minute empty shells were present also in the

ooze examined. The other figures on the plates are drawn with

ventral lace upward, the position usually assumed by the living ani-

mal, so that the dorsal pail of the shell is below in the side views of

outline drawings. Figs. 1-7 present seven of the eight species of the

genus Oavolinia, the small globulo8a not having been obtained by these

collect ions. FigS. 1 and 2 represent the species "with dorsal ljp thick

ened into a pad." That is to say, trispinosa and quadridentata. The

thickened dorsal lip— in the drawing represented by the heavy line—is

in the living animal deeply brown pigmented, and so contrasts strongly

with the translucent COlor of the rest, of the Shell. Fig. 1 represents

Irispinostt, a from ventral view, b from side view, ami C from front view.

The drawing is incomplete with respect to the long, posterior spine

(not truthfully represented by the dotted lines of the figure), which

bears upon its end the embryonic shell, and relatively is very long, as

may be seen in figures of t he living specimen. t This figure does show,

however, the relative size of this species, its greater lateral extent as

compared with it s dorso ventral thickness. In the arrangement of its

projecting points, the aperture and various proportions of the parts,

trispinosa compares with injlcni (Fig. 7.), but on account of the thick

ened dorsal lip if stands in the scheme of classification of the Challenger

Reports, next to quadridentata.

Cavolinia quadridentata is represented in Fig. 2, from a ventral view,

& lateral, and c dorsal view. It is the smallest representative of all

the species of this genus in thecollections, is very much rounded, very

compact in shape, with small aperture, and without any lateral or pos

terior projections to the shell. All the other Oavolinidae are without

the thickened anterior edge of the dorsal lip. Of these longiro8tris—
Fig. Ii a ventral and h lateral view—has a distinguishing feature in the

fact that the Ventral lip projects beyond the dorsal, so that in a t he

extreme points in the posterior contour of the shell belong to the ven

tral lip alone, since they project beyond the edge of the dorsal lip,

which ends at I he t wo small project ions at the hind end of the shell,

interior to the other extreme tips, and so nearer the middle line. The

By Paul Pelseaeor, Vol, xxin of those Reports.

I Rang e1 Souleyet, Monographiedes Ptdropodes, Paris, L852.
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side view of longirostris (/>) shows also the greal development of the

dorsal (lower in the figure) li|> of the shell, prolonged into the long

hood which runs far ou1 beneath the overlying fins, and sculptured

with the deep QOtch in its anterior part. This little shell is, in many
respects, the most highly developed, as it is also the most abundant in

the collections.

C. gibbosa— Fig. t, a ventral, & lateral view— is characterized l>\ the

prominent transverse keel into which the anterior surface of the ventral

lip is developed. This feature appears in lateral view, Fig. I /', and is

evidently due to an accelerated growth of the shell in this part, as is

shown by the strong ridges and width between the lines of deposit, giv-

ing it a markedly serrated contour at this point. The dorsal (lower ill

the drawing) lip of this species is also relatively large at its anterior

part, forming a deep hood underlie it h t he tins. On these accounts t he

posterior aspect iA' gibbosa is comparal ively narrower t ban t he anterior

part (see <t of Fig. I) which is one of the points used in giving it its

systematic position.

Fig. 5 shows in outline a representative of the species tridentata; a

from ventral, l> from lateral view. All t he members of this species taken

on this trip of the Albatross were quite large, and the one figured was

one of the largest specimens ; they were not very abundant. It might

well he chosen as a typical ( 'avolinian pteropod shell; none of the parts

are exaggerated, all are symmetrically developed. The lateral view /',

however, imperfectly represents the measure of the dorsal lip of the

shell, the anterior hoodlike projection of which was broken oil' in the

specimen figured ; in a complete specimen it is more nearly like the same

structure in C. gibbosa (Fig. 4 />), although not quite so well developed.

The two specimens of Cdroliiiia which have the posterior and lateral

parts of the shell draw n out into points (but with their anterior margin

of dorsal lip) are uncinata and inflexa. The former of these is repre

sented in Fig. ."> in a dorsal and l> lateral view. The posterior spine of

the shell is relatively quite long and strongly curved backwards, while

the lateral points of the shell give a considerable increase t<> the expanse

of the aperture between the two lips. The dorsal lip also is very

strongly curved and compressed antero-posteriorly, while the \entral

lip is very much rounded, showing upon its anterior face the lines of

growth of the shell deposit. Finally, Fig. 7 represents the form of Cavo-

linia inflexa^a from ventral, and h from lateral view. The shell is much
more tubular than that of uncinata, the lateral points uiviiii: width to

the aperture of the shell, which does not, however, extend the whole

lengl h of the shell, thus leaving a very long curved posterior part. The

dorsal lip, moreover, runs straight forward and does not curve up into

a hood below the tins, as is more or less the case in the other species.

Such are the relations of these species as indicated in Fi^s. 1-7.

In every ease the anterior of the drawings of the shells is toward the

right (except the front view ill Fi^. lc) and the ventral lace of the shell
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turned uppermost, as when occupied by the living, animal, a is in

each case the outline from the central face and h from the side,

while Fig. 8 represents the species Limacina infiata.

The representatives of the genus Clio are given upon Plate in. Of
these the one species virgula ( Figs. 9 and 10) was aot taken upon this trip

of the Albatross, but belongs farther north, having been taken abun-

dantly by flic Fish ( 'ommission Schooner rampus in her investigations

of the Gulf Stream, southeast from Mart. lias Vineyard, at the surface

in the summer of L889. Two forms of it were found—the species

virgula proper (represented in Fig. 9) from lateral view, also an optical

section from front, showing its circular shape, and a variety of the

same, comiformis, which differs from the former only in (lie length of

the shell, the size of its opening and the curve of the posterior point

being relatively about the same.

The one other pteropod taken with shell quite unsculptured and of

Circular section is Olio fCreaeisJ COnica, represented in Fig. 11, which

thus shows its straightness in all positions, its great Length, and slen-

derness also as compared with any of the others. In Fig. 1- is re, pre

sented Olio (Styliola) subuiata^ which is distinguished from the other

straight-shelled pteropods by the possession of a dorsal Longitudinal

groove which runs somewhat obliquely along the shell out into a pro

jection, w hich OB its account better resists tract lire perhaps, or else is a

Dormal feature of the shell. This groove gives a very evident asym-

metry to the shell—as if it were I lie axis of the animal and the poste

rior part of the shell were bent away from this axis.

In the optical section the groove is seen to be caused by a folding

up of a ridge of the shell; there is also to be noticed some dorso ven

tral flattening of the animal. Whether this groove bears any relation

to any anatomical peculiarities of the, animal, I have, as yet, not,

ascertained.

The course of longitudinal groove is represented by the dotted lines

in the figure. The three other species of GUo represented have cer

tain peculiarities common to all, and in a way they stand in a, series.

Thus in Fig. 13 are given outline drawings of two fragments of Clio

(Hyalocylix) striata, showing an individual variation in size, << being a

small and b one of the largest specimens; for although quite a

large vial full of the mollusks was taken at one of the surface sta-

tions, it was very difficult to get very many of flu; shells, and none

perfect; they, being so delicate and covering loosely only the posterior

part of the animal, are easily detached ami lost, in collecting. The
side, views given in a and h of Fig. 13 show how the outline of the

shell is thrown into a series of transverse grooves shown here in the

profile of the figure, Avhile the view into the, anterior end of the shell

gives a dorSO-Ventrally flattened optical section, as indicated ill C. In

Fig, 14 (a lateral of the posterior part, only, b ventral, and c frontal

view of Clio (8.8tr.) balanUum) the same features are emphasized as far
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as the dorso-ventral flattening Is concerned, bo that the 'sides of the

shell a iv produoed into well-defined " keels," "while the dorsal (lower in

the Pig. Mr) side of the mollusk Bhows the tnedian groove, which also

characterizes the dorsal lip of the shell of the Cavoliniidte (see also

the same Fig. lo). The shell of the individual here figured was one of

the largesl of tlie collections. 11 is noi uniformly grooved overits

entire length, since the transverse marking's tend to disappear at the

most posterior pari of Hie shell, as seen in the dorsal (lefl hand) tare

of the lateral view, a of Fig. I I. The exacl form of the most anterior

edge of the shell could do1 be determined on accounl of the breaking

off of the delicate material, so that the dotted lines in b represent

only the broken edge as i1 existed in the shell as preserved in the col

lections not in nature. In Clio (s. str.) pyramidata.. Fig. 15 (a lateral, b

ventral, and C front, View) the anterior part ol' the shell is the most

exaggerated into the lateral •keels" and the depth of the dorsal

groove, as can besl be seen in the optical section of the shell shown

in oj t he \ en w id e keels are benl ventralwards and the dorsal groove

(below in t he draw inu) appears deep and narrow in like manner. A

lateral view. <i, shows the extent of the aperture and the StraiglltnoSS

of the posterior part of the shell and (he length of the projection of

the dorsal part into a grooved tongue w hieh underlies the litis. The

dotted lines in i( and /> show t he corn! it ion ol the shell when figured,

but it was apparently not complete, and so maynot truthfully repre

sent the real outline of the anterior edge ol' a perfect shell.

Finally, in Fig. 16 are represented t w o view s of ( >uvh•riim COlUDU lid. a

from lateral and b from ventral view. Ordinarily, in the living spec

i me i is. one can find agOOd many with I he embryonic shell still at t ached

to the posterior end of the shell of the adult animal. " but they were

not present ill these collected l>\ the AlbatrOSS, and so have the posie

rior end bluntly rounded, although compressed somewhat on the ven-

tral edge, as is shown in the lateral view a, of which the dorsal face of

the figure is toward the left. The anterior end of the shell also shows

a difference in t he t \\ o lips of I he shell. ( 'uvierina columella, t herefore,

thus differs from the others; while the various species of Clio measure

thus with each other as outlined for the figures of PI. m.
It was purposed in entering upon the study of these collections to

deal especially with the comparative anatomy of the group to he

brought out ii\ the method of serial sections, as employed iii a former

paper for one of the Cymbuliida?,t bul as some of the species w ere here

represented only by empty shells, and since so many tissues ol' living

animals were treated only with Strong alcohol as they were collected,

it seemed advisable to deal in thi8 section of the work only with the dis

tribution of the pteropods as indicated by this voyage of the vessel, to

See figure in rryon's "Introduction to Systematic Conchology," PI. 12, Fig, 9.

ton the Anatomy and Histology of Cymbuliopsis oaloeola. Studies from Bio.

Lab., Johns Hopkins University, Vol. rv, No. 6.
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gether with such relal Ionships as may be denoted l>y ;i study ofthe shells

themselves; and to Leave for another section the completion of the

study of the comparative anatomy as it may be supplemented l>y more

material for such ;i studs of this interesting group.

The long delay of this paper has been quite unavoidable, and I owe,

many thanks to Commissioner .McDonald of the U. 8. Fish Commission,

for the generous kindness with which he hate treated all matters per-

taining to (Ids and all other points of my association with him. .Also

the most grateful remembrances are due Dr. W. K. Brooks of the

Johns Eopkins University -at vrhose suggestion the study of the Pte

ropoda and Heteropoda by serial sections was entered upon— for the

countless advantages enjoyed in his laboratory a1 the time this subject

was undertaken lour years ago as one of Ids students.

II. THE HETEROPODA.

These collections were taken together with tin' Pteropoda as dis-

cussed in the preceding part of this report, and as illustrated upon

Plate i, where the positions of the various collecting stations are indi-

cated in flic outline map.

Heteropods, accordingly, either alive or represented by their empty

Shells, were taken at two dredging stations as follows:

Sta.
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habitat. Ai dredging station 2754 there was also taken one small

broken Carinaria shell. Beyond these two collecting points east from

the West India islands, n<> heteropod shells are recorded until station

l'Tiio was reached (see the former section of this report, "Thecosoma

tons Pteropoda," p. 30), while the Atlanta shells dredged in the oo e at

this latter point are much smaller than the specimens «>t' the same

species taken farther north al station 275J as just described. Noneof

the Atlanta' were alive. One shriveled specimen »>f a Carinaria
y
how

ever, is reported from station 2751, I am unable satisfactorily to de

termine its origin, luii from appearances conclude that it may have

sunk to t ho bottom already dead and there have been taken with the

dredge. At any rate it bears little resemblance to a specimen taken

alive at the surface and is so distorted as to hide its specific distino

t ion.

All the other material from this group of molluscs was taken alive

at the surface collections as heretofore located,

1 regret \en much not having had opportunities of identifying all

the species of these surface collections, A large specimen of < 'arinaria

was taken al surface station 24, the species of which I t\o not know.

Its body is 5,85 centimeters in length, is rather more* slender than c<t

rinaria mediterranean The part of the body anterior to the prominent

eyes is markedly bent ventralwards; the nucleus, situated directly

opposite the toot, or tin. is long and cylindrical and stands vertically

up from the surface of the body to a comparatively great height. No
shell \\as present accompanying the specimen. The posterior part <>\'

the l>od\ extends behind the n Helens a ml loot about one third the length

of the animal; the eyes, also, are situated about one thud the length

i>\' tht> animal back from the month end.

The remaining material of the collections consists of Gastropods ofthe

mams lanthhm, which were thus distributed at the following points:

At surface station 7. two young specimens of an Tanthina^ the speoies

of which could not be yet determined accurately because of their mi

mature state: at surface station 8, three specimeus of an lantkina, two

of which are o\' the species globosa, I think, ami the other uudeter

mined; they are all rather small specimens. At surface station 18 were
taken tour large specimens <^i Tanthina globosa

\ I) and one large repre

sentative of the species communis; finally, at surface station 24, there

was taken another specimen of the speoies just mentioned as uudeter

mined.

It will be readily seen that the [anthinidre taken in this expedition

of the Albatross all come from regions within a lew degrees of the

equator, and are not markedly distinct from each other, although Sep

arated by the South American continent. Prof, A. B. Verrill, of Vale

University, did me the great kindness to go over these specimens ami

to compare them with the Ian! hinida- in the museum of that institution.

From Buoh a comparison, moreover, it was impossible to give the spe
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cine position to the representatives taken by the Albatross, since no

close agreemenl between them could be made; and this was doubtless

due to the difference in locality; for specimens in the museum at Yale

were of Ianthinidse from the region of the Sandwich Islands, in the

Pacific side, and from the Arctic regions of the Atlantic side; while

these from the Albatross collections of the equatorial regions belonged

to differenl specu-s which possessed intermediate qualities of different

kinds, such as a different compression of the spiral, shape of aperture,

etc. From the fact, therefore, that they do show distinctions from ma-

terial collected at other points, the representatives of this group illus-

trate also the segregation and the localization of pelagic mollusca in

given areas, broadly speaking. Although Ianthjnidse were so widely

distributed, no empty shells were taken from bottom collecting.

Biological La b< i uatory
Williams College, April, 1893.

Proc. N. M. 93 30
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Explanation of Plate LIII.

Plate i is an outline tracing of a Mercator projection map of South America, with

a part of North America, illustrating the course of the Albatross south from Norfolk.

The line of dredging stations, where pteropods and heteropods were taken, hears

the numbers L'750-2763 according to the records of the steamer. So also the surface

collecting stations where these molluscs weir taken are likewise numbered 1-31.

Plate LIV.

All the outlines are drawn to the same scale—live times enlarged—with an embryo-

graph. a ventral, b lateral, c front view, in each case.

Fig. 1. Cavolinia trispinosa.

2. Cavolinia quadridentata.

3. Cavolinia aneinata.

4. Cavolinia, gibbosa.

5. ( lavolinia tridentata.

6. Cavolinia longirostris.

7. Cavolinia inflexa.

J*. Limacina injlata.

Plate LV.

Letters as before.

Fig. 9. Cli" i < Ireseis) virgula.

10. The same, variation corniformis.

11. Clio (Creseis) conica.

12. Clio (Styliola) subulata.

13. Clio ( II yaloeylix ) striata.

14. Clio (s. str.) balantium.

15. Clio (s. str. ) pyramidata.

16. Cuvicrina columella.
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Fig. 14

Fig. 16

Pteropoda.




